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WHAT’S 
TRENDING

What’s new, what’s hot and what’s in – as picked 
by our Her World editors around the region.

Sweet treats 
from Japan  
and Taiwan
“Those with a sweet tooth have 
been sent into a tizzy with the 
recent openings of Japanese 
bakeries Henri Charpentier and 
Asanoya Bakery, and Taiwanese 
soft-serve brand Honey Creme, 
some of the most popular brands in 
their home countries. Try delectable 
signatures such as the Crepe 
Suzette (Henri Charpentier), Fruits 
Rye (Asanoya) and Honeycomb 
(Honey Creme), milky-smooth 
soft-serve ice cream topped with a 
chunk of honeycomb.”  
– Tan Min Yan, associate lifestyle 
editor, Her World Singapore

Healthy lunch-
box delivery

“Healthy eating is starting to take 
off in a big way, and entrepreneurs 

are coming up with lunch-box deliveries 
to cater to Malaysians looking to start 
eating right. We’re loving Chopstick 
Diner, The Lean Canteen and Eat Clean 
KL, which offer a variety of delicious 
handmade lunch-box sets that start from 
RM15 (S$6).” – Averlyn Lim, features and 
lifestyle writer, Her World Malaysia

Pasar Santa
“Youths recently made waves when they transformed Pasar 
Santa, a traditional wet market, into a hipster spot with 
everything from vinyl stores to speciality coffee kiosks and 
DJ-spinning hip-hop music on weekend nights.” – Andhini Puteri 
Lestari, senior features and lifestyle editor, Her World Indonesia

Dining in 
the dark
“The philosophy behind 
restaurant Noir, Dining In The 
Dark is that our other senses 
would be enhanced when the 
sense of sight is not in the 
equation. Its concept – dining 
in the dark, with guidance from 
its visually-impaired staff – is 
an exciting one, and it’s little 
wonder that the restaurant is 
fully-booked for weeks.” 
– Spicylynn Ngyuen, lifestyle 
writer, Her World Vietnam

Costume jewellery
“End-year festivities call for statement-making 
costume jewellery. Of all the tantalising offerings on 
the market, Swarovski’s Stardust bracelets are the 
ones winning hearts. These lightweight, sparkling 
bracelets come in two versions: a single-wrap one, 
to be worn as is, and a double-wrap bracelet that 
can double as a necklace.” – Pantipsuda 
Posayanonth, editor-in-chief, Her World Thailand




